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Creating Videos In Class

In-class Lecture Capture
It’s easy to record in-class activities. Whether you want to capture every class meeting for review by students or just key classes during the semester, you can automate the recording using Kelley’s Echo 360 tool.

Student Presentations
Student presentations are a key component in many courses. Meaningful detailed feedback is critical but can be cumbersome. Kelley has several tools to record, annotate, and evaluate videos of student presentations.

Remote Guest Speakers
It’s never been easier to bring experts right into your classroom. Even better, recording a remote guest speaker only requires a few clicks and turns the one-time guest into a resource to use for semesters to come.

Student Assignments
Students to submitting ideas as assignments used to be a complex process from file storage to loaner cameras. Now using Canvas and a camera, it is simple to submit videos as coursework. Even better, you’ll find it simple to view and grade.

Creating Videos Out Class

High Production Lecture
Whether you teach online or residential, polished video lectures can be useful resources to have. The KSB Media team make it easy to record your lectures using teleprompters and the best quality video.

Informal Mini-Lecture
Recent research suggests that students value being able to review complex concepts by watching short (<20min) videos posted by instructors. You can record these right at your desk with a variety of tools.

Narrated Slides
If you prefer to narrate slides to create mini-lecture videos for your course, there are several tools that make it a painless process. You can also mix video footage and on-screen footage easily.

Software Tutorial
Teaching students to navigate specialized software or complete a task in common software saves valuable class time and avoids last minute student panic.

Software Tools:
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